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Introduction: Martian Caves
- Caves have been identified on Moon and Mars, usually associated with lava tubes (Wyne, 2016 and ref. therein)
- Cave represent unique environments and are high priority targets for exploration:
  - Astrobio - provide stable environments, may trap volatiles, enhance secondary mineral and microbial growth, preserve biosignatures, provide record of past climate (e.g. Boston et al., 2001; Leveille & Datta, 2010; Northrup et al., 2011)
  - Volcanic processes - petrology informs lava temperature and cooling history, give insight to magmatic processes (e.g. Ashley et al., 2011; Kerber et al., 2016)
  - Human exploration - Stable UV-shielding environment and possible volatile traps may provide ideal human habitats (e.g. Boston et al., 2007; Boston et al., 2010)

A Mission to a Martian Cave Would Support MEPAG Goals
- (I)B to determine if environments with high potential for current habitability and expression of biosignatures contain evidence of extant life
- (IIIA) document geologic record preserved in the crust and interpret the processes that have created that record
- (IVB) obtain knowledge of Mars sufficient to design and implement a human mission to the Martian surface with acceptable cost, risk, and performance

Mission Objectives and Classes
- Building on previous studies, we identified a future mission should provide initial reconnaissance both for scientific and human exploration
- We consider how Sojourner-class rovers in a constellation architecture might offer a means to achieve science goals within a New Frontiers class mission (Dubovsky et al., 2005; Kesner et al., 2007; Husain et al., 2013; Thangavelautham et al., 2017; Wyatt et al., 2018)

System Design and Trade Optimization
- Model 2-4 rovers ~25 kg each and explore tradeoffs between rover configuration and number of assets as they affect cost, data volume return, traverse distance
- Results demonstrate this technique can be used to analyze trade space decisions

Autonomous Operations
- Autonomous ops offers the best chance to explore caves because of limited mission duration and comm. link opportunities
- Simulated multiple autonomous exploration approaches using 3D models of terrestrial caves:
  - Dynamic zonal coverage - Rovers maintain spacing using low data rate pings, rovers deepest in cave wait for shallower rover to make further progress before proceeding to maintain communications relay. Algorithm adjusts in event of rover loss.
  - Scout (Heterogeneous architecture) - Scout rovers identify science targets, more capable science rover then visits identified targets

Communications
- Goal to reach ~100m into a cave requires daisy chain operation
- Multipath environment can generate unpredictable link qualities
- Initial tests with COTS hardware in terrestrial basaltic lava tube showed complication cave geometry allow high rate communication
- Undertaking RF signal propagation experiments and theoretical modeling to explore impact on link quality due to cave geometry, obstructions, and to understand/mitigate uncertainties

Additional Challenges
- Mobility
- Pinpoint landing near cave entrance, many of which are found at high elevations on volcanic flanks

Timeline
- If this pathfinding mission can be achieved with a New Frontiers class mission, then could occur in parallel with MSR
- However, there are significant challenges associated with this mission, and continued advanced concept studies similar to the work presented here will be important to continue in the next decade

Synthesis: Information for next Decadal Survey to consider
- Martian caves are compelling targets for future exploration.
- Initial cave reconnaissance should occur before complex science oriented mission, and pathfinding mission may be possible by a New Frontiers class mission that leverages constellation architecture with small, Sojourner-class rovers
- However, considerable study is still needed to design this challenging mission and should continue in the next decade; such studies have the potential to not only benefit future cave exploration but also demonstrate how constellation architecture could be affordable and enable improved science for in situ missions at sites across the planet.